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Fig. 1. Depiction of cerebral aneurysm data using a 3D and 2.5D visualization. In 3D the outer and inner vessel wall with internal blood
flow is displayed (left). On the inner wall two scalar fields are represented. Here, the wall deformation is color-coded and the Wall
Shear Stress is depicted by illustrative techniques (middle). The 2.5D view comprises a 2D map for an occlusion-free visualization of
the aneurysm surface and an optional 3D bar chart to depict an additional parameter. In this example, the wall thickness is presented.

Abstract—We present the first visualization tool that combines patient-specific hemodynamics with information about the vessel wall
deformation and wall thickness in cerebral aneurysms. Such aneurysms bear the risk of rupture, whereas their treatment also carries
considerable risks for the patient. For the patient-specific rupture risk evaluation and treatment analysis, both morphological and
hemodynamic data have to be investigated. Medical researchers emphasize the importance of analyzing correlations between wall
properties such as the wall deformation and thickness, and hemodynamic attributes like the Wall Shear Stress and near-wall flow.
Our method uses a linked 2.5D and 3D depiction of the aneurysm together with blood flow information that enables the simultaneous
exploration of wall characteristics and hemodynamic attributes during the cardiac cycle. We thus offer medical researchers an effective
visual exploration tool for aneurysm treatment risk assessment. The 2.5D view serves as an overview that comprises a projection
of the vessel surface to a 2D map, providing an occlusion-free surface visualization combined with a glyph-based depiction of the
local wall thickness. The 3D view represents the focus upon which the data exploration takes place. To support the time-dependent
parameter exploration and expert collaboration, a camera path is calculated automatically, where the user can place landmarks for
further exploration of the properties. We developed a GPU-based implementation of our visualizations with a flexible interactive data
exploration mechanism. We designed our techniques in collaboration with domain experts, and provide details about the evaluation.

Index Terms—Medical visualizations, aneurysms, blood flow, wall thickness, wall deformation, projections

1 INTRODUCTION

Cerebral aneurysms are abnormal local dilatations of intracranial ar-
teries, resulting from a pathological weakness in the vessel wall. Their
most serious consequence is their rupture, which leads to a subarach-
noid hemorrhage and is associated with a high mortality and morbidity
rate. In case of a rupture, a therapy is essential. This is different for un-
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intentionally detected aneurysms whose number is rising due to the in-
creased use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging for assessing the patient’s
state in case of widespread symptoms, e.g., persistent headaches. The
detection of a cerebral aneurysm represents a serious dilemma - it has
to be communicated to the patient and leads to anxiety. Treatment is
often possible, but with a considerable risk of severe complications.
Thus, it is highly desirable to better understand the individual risk of
an aneurysm and to restrict treatment to high-risk patients. Different
factors influence the aneurysm evolution and risk of rupture, such as
genetics, vessel morphology, inflammation, and hemodynamic infor-
mation [6]. Branchings, curved regions, blebs and regions with a low
wall thickness [4] are morphological risk indicators. Hemodynamic
information are characterized by quantitative parameters such as Wall
Shear Stress (WSS), and qualitatively, e.g., with respect to near-wall
flow (NWF) and inflow jet. Unfortunately, the processes causing an
aneurysm rupture are not well understood. Computational Fluid Dy-
namic (CFD) simulations and Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) enable
the investigation of the patient-specific internal wall mechanics and
hemodynamics. Therefore, they play an important role in evaluating
the rupture risk. Experts are interested in whether there are corre-
lations between hemodynamic parameters that are associated with an
increased risk of rupture and high-risk wall regions. The obtained flow
data are very complex, which complicates the evaluation of the data.



Visualization tools that are capable of presenting all relevant morphol-
ogy and flow information in an integrated view are thus essential.

Current visualization solutions illustrate either two hemodynamic
parameters with the surrounding vessel or depict the wall thickness
with one hemodynamic factor, but a combined visualization was not
possible so far. Moreover, existing approaches present the aneurysm
wall in a rigid manner. However, the vessel deformation is an impor-
tant factor for the estimation of the rupture risk and should therefore
be visualized [32]. We present the first integrated visualization of the
vessel morphology considering wall thickness and wall deformation
as well as hemodynamic parameters and the internal blood flow based
on FSI simulations. It comprises a 2.5D view linked to a 3D depic-
tion of the aneurysm walls such that two parameters can be analyzed
simultaneously, see Fig. 1. The 2.5D view combines existing tech-
niques that build up a novel, occlusion-free overview visualization of
the aneurysm surface. The 3D visualization represents the focus upon
which the exploration of the scalar data and blood flow information
over the cardiac cycle takes place. To support the time-dependent pa-
rameter analysis, a camera path is calculated automatically. We in-
tegrate these techniques into a framework that we developed in col-
laboration with domain experts. In summary, our main contributions
are:

• A linked 2.5D and 3D view of the aneurysm surface for an
occlusion-free, simultaneous exploration of morphological and
hemodynamic parameters together with the internal blood flow.

• An interactive planning of a camera animation to support the ex-
ploration of the time-dependent information.

• A visualization of the wall deformation with wall thickness dur-
ing the cardiac cycle.

• A report on a qualitative evaluation with domain experts that re-
vealed the advantages of our developed framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a sur-
vey of related literature. Section 3 and 4 describe the medical back-
ground and data acquisition. Section 5 and 6 explain the requirements
and implementation of our method. Domain expert evaluation and en-
hancements to our method are presented in Section 7 and 8. Section 9
concludes the paper with directions of future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Related publications comprise the depiction and exploration of blood
flow, especially in aneurysms, and the selection of optimal viewpoints.

Visualization of Blood Flow. Measured and simulated blood
flow data are highly complex information whose visualization is of-
ten affected by visual clutter and occlusions. Common analysis tools
use standard flow visualization techniques such as 3D streamlines,
path lines or particle animations. Cross-sectional planes often serve
as starting point of the geometry-based methods and show flow in-
formation in 2D, e.g., color-coded according to the velocity. How-
ever, these techniques need a lot of interaction and rarely address the
occlusion problem. Therefore, a variety of tools and visualization
techniques were developed that support the visual perception of the
patient’s hemodynamics. Mattausch et al. [25] presented strategies
for the interactive exploration of 3D flow by mapping flow features
to different visual attributes such as density and opacity. Van Pelt et
al. [42] introduced a framework for the interactive exploration of 4D
phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) data that rep-
resents cardiac blood flow. They enable an interactive translation of
2D vessel cross-sections that serve as seeding points for the path lines
and as planar reformats. Moreover, they used specular highlights on
path lines and illustrative renderings like arrow trails to illustrate time-
dependent blood flow dynamics. Furthermore, van Pelt et al. [43] de-
veloped an approach for interactive virtual probing. The probe can be
semi-automatically positioned and the flow behavior is depicted using
illustrative techniques like speed lines and particle animations based

on elliptical glyphs. These methods cannot assist the user in the in-
terpretation of blood flow concerning specific flow patterns such as
vortices or high-velocity jets. Thus, several methods for the extraction
and visualization of such features were presented. Salzbrunn et al. [35]
introduced line predicates that are used to extract interesting flow char-
acteristics including inflow jets [5] or vortices [19] in the aorta. Van
Pelt et al. [45] applied a hierarchical clustering method to the phase
images of aortic 4D PC-MRI data to achieve a more abstract flow de-
piction. Each cluster is visualized by a representative path arrow. An
overview of the visualization of simulated and measured flow data can
be found in the summary by Preim and Botha [33].

Visualization and Exploration of Aneurysms. Hastreiter et
al. [16] presented a direct volume rendering (DVR) approach of cere-
bral aneurysms to support diagnosis and intervention planning. For a
more objective evaluation of the aneurysm morphology, Tomandl et
al. [40] presented a standardized vessel depiction using DVR.

For a combined exploration of the aneurysm morphology and
hemodynamic data Neugebauer et al. [29] employed a 2D map pro-
jection. With this, a scalar field is used to decode information on the
surface and the 2D map. Goubergrits et al. [15] mapped the aneurysm
surface to a uniform spherical shape to analyze statistical WSS distri-
butions. While these approaches enable users to explore quantitative
parameters, no vectorial blood flow information is provided.

Gasteiger et al. [13] introduced the FlowLens, an interactive focus-
and-context approach for the simultaneous exploration of anatomical
and hemodynamic information. The main drawback of this method
is the inability to observe the blood flow outside the area defined by
the lens. Therefore, Lawonn et al. [21] provided a vessel visualiza-
tion technique such that the vessel morphology can be better perceived
and the flow information is always visible. Tao et al. [39] presented
a web-based interface for the exploration of aneurysm morphology
and hemodynamics including a 2D mapping of the aneurysm surface,
called VesselMap. However, they assumed a rigid aneurysm wall and
provide no information about the wall thickness. For a more detailed
exploration of flow patterns, Neugebauer et al. [30] developed a qual-
itative exploration of near-wall hemodynamics in cerebral aneurysms.
Several 2D widgets are used to simplify the flow representing stream-
lines at different positions on the surface. To simplify the flow infor-
mation, Oeltze et al. [31] compared different state-of-the-art cluster-
ing techniques to cluster 3D streamlines representing the blood flow
in cerebral aneurysms. Gasteiger et al. [12] applied line predicates to
simulated blood flow data of cerebral aneurysms to determine inflow
jets and impingement zones. Based on this, a comparative visualization
for evaluating various stent configurations was presented, integrating
the vessel morphology and hemodynamic information [44].

With regard to the wall thickness as an important rupture risk factor,
Glaßer et al. [14] presented a framework for the visual exploration of
vessels with wall thickness. They visualized the wall thickness com-
bined with hemodynamic information, but a visual representation of
the interior blood flow was also missing. Lawonn et al. [22] presented
a framework for an occlusion-free blood flow visualization combined
with wall thickness information by using illustrative techniques.

Viewpoint Selection. Besides an adequate visualization of scalar
parameters, a capable camera control including an adequate view-
point selection is crucial for an efficient analysis of the complex data.
Drucker [10] presented an assortment of camera primitives that en-
able an intelligent controlling of virtual cameras in computer graph-
ics. Mühler et al. [28] presented a general approach for viewpoint se-
lection in medical surface depictions for intervention planning tasks.
Ma et al. [24] focused on the selection of optimal viewpoints for an
automatic guide to explore flow features of time-independent vector
fields. Vázques et al. [46] introduced the viewpoint entropy as a mea-
sure to assess the quality of a viewpoint for general scenes and applied
it to imaged-based rendering [47]. Neugebauer et al. [30] used sur-
face parameters such as the curvedness to identify regions of interest
(ROIs) for seeding NWF. Related to this, we also derive viewpoints
from surface parameters based on thresholds selected by the user.



Fig. 2. Overview of our approach to analyze aneurysm data. First, clinical image data is acquired from which the surface mesh is reconstructed
as input for the fluid-structure simulation. The rendering and exploration of the simulation results is realized with our 2.5D and 3D view.

3 MEDICAL AND HEMODYNAMIC BACKGROUND

Currently, several morphological features of aneurysms are used to
assess their rupture risk, namely their size, shape, location and oth-
ers [20]. It has been shown that these parameters differ statistically
significant between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms. However,
the rupture risk of an individual aneurysm cannot be described suf-
ficiently using these criteria, and no information about future changes
of the aneurysm morphology or the rupture risk can be derived. Also,
it is known that intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics plays a major role
in the development, growth and rupture of aneurysms [6]. A promis-
ing method to investigate intra-aneurysmal flow is CFD [18]. Sev-
eral studies found differences of flow patterns in ruptured and unrup-
tured aneurysms, and some flow parameters were directly connected
to aneurysm rupture. One quantity that provoked a lot of controversy
is the WSS, the frictional force induced by the tangential blood flow
at the vessel wall [26]. WSS is described as mechanical trigger for
biologic signals regulating the vascular remodeling aiming at home-
ostasis (stability). Thus, WSS can be rated as an indicator for func-
tional changes in the aneurysm walls, and such changes may either
strengthen or weaken the wall. However, rupture occurs when WSS
exceeds wall strength. This brings focus to the wall and its proper-
ties, which are not considered in classical CFD assuming a rigid wall.
Contrary to that, small wall movements due to the pulsatile flow char-
acter of the heart were reported [17]. Hence, CFD can be extended
by FSI, enabling the analysis of wall deformation and tension. In the
past, possible rupture criteria were derived from FSI computations.
Sanchez et al. [37] correlate the volume change of aneurysms during
the cardiac cycle with the occurrence of rupture. The relation between
the material properties and the known rupture site was investigated by
Cebral et al. [7]. In essence, FSI is a comprehensive method to deter-
mine the interaction of internal wall mechanics and blood flow. The
transfer of these new findings from the engineering point of view and
biomechanical questions into the clinical discussion is the aim of this
paper.

4 DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING

In this section, we describe the data acquisition pipeline that consists
of four steps, illustrated in Fig. 2.

Acquisition. First, clinical image data including computed to-
mography angiography, magnetic resonance angiography and 3D ro-
tational angiography of the aneurysm morphology are acquired. Com-
mon clinical resolutions are up to 512 × 512 × 140 with a voxel size
of 0.35 × 0.35 × 0.9 mm.

Extraction of the 3D Surface Mesh. Based on the image data,
the vessel surface is reconstructed using the pipeline by Mönch et
al. [27]. Due to the used contrast agents or special sequences, all
employed modalities exhibit a high vessel-to-tissue contrast. This fa-
cilitates the usage of a threshold-based segmentation followed by a
connected component analysis to separate the aneurysm and its parent
vessel from the surrounding tissue. The 3D vessel surface is extracted
via Marching Cubes, applied to the segmented image data. For the
preparation of a geometric model for FSI simulation, it is necessary
to manually correct artifacts (details can be found in [27]). Moreover,
the mesh quality was optimized by a combination of metric and topo-
logical changes such as edge collapses and edge flips [38]. The results
are evaluated by medical experts to ensure anatomical plausibility.

Fluid-Structure Simulation. Addressing the FSI simulation, ev-
ery aneurysm is divided into two subdomains: the fluid and solid do-
main. CFD is used to calculate the hemodynamics inside the fluid do-
main numerically. This method makes use of the Navier-Stokes Equa-
tions and is widely used for flow characterization in patient-specific
aneurysm geometries. Based on the finite-volume method the con-
servation of mass and momentum is solved locally within each time
step. Furthermore, structural simulations are performed to include the
vessel wall behavior that is strongly correlated to rupture, assuming
that rupture is caused by wall tension that exceeds wall strength. Us-
ing the finite-element method, the relation of deformation, mechanical
strain and mechanical stress is solved locally for each finite element,
based on the conservation of momentum. The deformation of the solid
domain reacts on the fluid domain and therefore on the flow charac-
teristics, inducing a complex coupling of both domains. This coupling
is located at the interface, the intersecting surface of fluid and solid.
This FSI is implemented as data transfer at the interface, exchanging
fluid pressure as well as WSS and wall displacement, respectively as
updated boundary condition at defined time steps.

Simulation specification. The fluid is modeled as incompress-
ible Newtonian fluid with a density of 1055 kg/m3 and a dynamic
viscosity of 0.004 Pas [36]. For Case 1 and Case 2, patient-specific
velocity profiles are available as inlet boundary conditions [3], lasting
0.93 s and 0.81 s respectively, depending on the heart rate of the pa-
tients during acquisition. Due to absence of similar data, these profiles
are used for the remaining cases as well. The outlet pressure was de-
fined as zero, since only the relative pressure is calculated. The vessel
wall is deformable and couples the fluid domain to the solid domain.
The latter is modeled as homogeneous and isotropic using a linear
elastic material model, considering a Young’s modulus of 1 MPa, the
Poisson’s ratio is 0.45 and the density is 1050 kg/m3, as employed
in [2, 41]. Simplifications in the choice of the material model coincide
with other studies. The wall thickness was assumed to range from 0.2
to 0.6 mm [8, 41] obtained by normal extrusion of the lumen wall, be-
cause patient-specific data are not yet widely available. The structure
domain is fixed at the inlet and outlets in cross-sectional planes in all
directions. All other surfaces are free to move. Table 1 lists the cases
and their number of domain-representing cells (fluid) and elements
(solid), respectively. The time step for the fluid domain was constantly
0.001 s and for the solid domain maximally 0.01 s. As coupling time
step 0.01 s is appropriate to describe the FSI. In every case, two car-
diac cycles were simulated, discarding the first and post-processing the
second to avoid inaccuracies from initialization. Solvers for the fluid
domain were STAR-CCM+ (CD-adapco, USA) and for the structure
domain Abaqus FEA (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., USA). All
calculations were performed on a standard workstation (using four In-
tel Xeon E3 cores with 3.3 GHz and 32 GB RAM) and lasted between
4 and 16 hours, depending on its complexity.

Table 1. Spatial resolution and CPU time of FSI computations.
Case Cells (fluid) Elements (solid) CPU time in s

1 291738 55068 27820
2 252429 63132 21841
3 236882 64816 16178
4 368958 137980 36652
5 342925 113475 55912



Post-processing. This includes the mapping of cell-based vari-
ables to the vertices and path line integration for the fluid domain. Ev-
ery 0.01 s 100 path lines are emitted at the cross-sectional area where
the fluid enters the solid domain using a Runge-Kutta-4 integration.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Visualization of the NWF for Case 1. The inner vessel wall is
depicted semi-transparently with a color-coding of the NWF (a). Blue
areas indicate that flow comes close to the wall, whereas in red regions
the path lines have a greater distance to the wall. Due to the global
distance measurement over the cardiac cycle, the path lines follow the
blue stripes on the wall that display NWF regions (b-c).

5 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

For developing a visualization framework that is able to depict the wall
deformation and wall thickness together with hemodynamic parame-
ters and animated blood flow several requirements need to be fulfilled.
Our approach is based on discussions with two domain experts: one
neuroradiologist with 16 years of work experience and one CFD en-
gineer working on FSI simulations for cerebral aneurysms with three
years of work experience. Additionally, the neuroradiologist treats
cerebral aneurysms regularly and is involved in clinical research on
the investigation of the risk of rupture.

The aim of the experts is to better understand the risk of rupture.
Particularly interesting is the simulation of ruptured aneurysms before
and after rupture. The experts are trying to find parameter characteris-
tics and correlations that might have caused the rupture. Such analysis
should lead to a patient-specific assessment of rupture risk in the fu-
ture. To define requirements, we discussed the previous procedure
to explore the aneurysm data and occurring difficulties with the ex-
perts. For the parameter exploration, the scalar data is color-coded on
the 3D aneurysm surface. Depending on the chosen parameter, they
search manually for conspicuous parameter values, especially at irreg-
ular shapes of the vessel wall, e. g., blebs, which are additional bulges
on the aneurysm. Such vessel wall changes indicate remodeling due
to plaques, which are inflammatory changes in blood vessels and are
essential to assess the risk of rupture. Moreover, both experts explain
that strong local changes of the vessel deformation and wall thickness
are important. Since the surface morphology and the flow behavior
influence each other, the experts stated that an integrated view of both
characteristics is needed. To explore the hemodynamics, the aneurysm
surface is depicted semi-transparently and the internal blood flow is
represented by animated path lines. Moreover, the experts want to
know the distance of the flow near the wall, because it may lead to
further pathological vessel dilation. Therefore, they try to visually ap-
proximate the distance of the path lines to the vessel wall.

However, the experts consider the sole presentation of a 3D model
as not sufficient, since important information can be occluded. Due to
the complexity of the surface, a series of manual rotations is necessary
to gain a complete overview. The time-dependent behavior of the data
further enhances the manual exploration effort, because it is almost
impossible to find critical regions during animation, since the rotation
process itself needs a certain amount of time. Moreover, only one pa-
rameter can be displayed simultaneously. During rotation and zoom-
ing, the experts switch scalar quantities such that different interesting
regions are found. Thus, the experts have to memorize the regions
and analyze them regarding other quantities as well, which makes the
detection of critical parameter correlations very time-consuming. For
more complex vascular branches, the number of ROIs and occlusion
problems increases such that a full analysis of various scalar values

becomes quite challenging. In addition, they describe the approxima-
tion of the distance between vessel wall and flow as very demanding
and error-prone, because again considerable rotation effort is needed.
They wished a visualization that enables a fast and simple evaluation
of morphological and mechanical wall properties as well as hemody-
namic parameters and their correlations. Besides the 3D surface rep-
resentation, they need an occlusion-free depiction, which gives a fast
overview about the complex data. Based on these discussions and our
analysis of the state of the art, we summarize the main requirements
for the visual exploration of vessel characteristics as follows:

Req. 1 Vessel view with wall deformation and thickness.
We need an occlusion-free visualization, comprising the vessel mor-
phology as well as information about the wall deformation and thick-
ness, which serves as overview depiction. To facilitate a semi-
quantification for the detection of dangerous regions, e.g., at thin ves-
sel regions, a discrete color scale should be provided.

Req. 2 Depiction of NWF. The blood flow needs to be visible
during the whole animation. Moreover, the experts are interested in
the distance of the flow to the vessel wall.

Req. 3 Simultaneous exploration of parameters. The ex-
perts want to evaluate whether local changes of hemodynamic param-
eters occur on morphologically abnormal wall sections or not. There-
fore, a visualization is needed that enables the simultaneous analysis
of at least two parameters to identify correlations between them.

Req. 4 Animations for data exploration. Due to the complex-
ity of time-dependent aneurysm data, their exploration should be sup-
ported by animations. To simplify the data analysis, an automatic cam-
era movement passing interesting vessel regions should be provided.

Req. 5 Collaboration tools. For collaboration purposes it
should be possible to set landmarks in different animation steps. An
external researcher should be able to analyze the regions around the
landmarks and discuss them with other colleagues.

6 FOCUS-CONTEXT VISUALIZATION OF VESSEL MORPHOL-
OGY AND HEMODYNAMIC DATA

In this section, we describe the implementation of our visualization
framework. First, we introduce the 2.5D and 3D aneurysm visualiza-
tion. Then, we describe the realization of the camera animation and
finally we address the collaborative tools.

6.1 Scalar Fields

In consultations with our domain experts, we distinguish eight param-
eters that can be explored on the aneurysm surface to detect rupture-
prone regions and to uncover high-risk parameter correlations. These
parameters comprise hemodynamic and morphological information,
which can potentially be extended if necessary.

Hemodynamics. With regard to the patient-specific hemody-
namics, we enable the exploration of the pressure, which is one of
the most important quantities to describe the flow field. Furthermore,
the tension inside the wall is depicted to visualize the load which is
induced by the hemodynamics. For this, the local stress tensor is con-
verted to a scalar value using the common stress theory of von Mises
(like in [41]). Moreover, the WSS as well as the NWF can be explored
(Req. 2). Therefore, we determine for each vertex of the surface mesh
the nearest path line point using the Euclidean distance. Finally, we
took for each vertex the minimum over all path line points independent
of the time steps to represent the global near-wall flow. This enables a
visualization that depicts the trace of the path lines over time. Fig. 3
shows the NWF using a color-coding. Blue regions indicate flow that
comes close to the wall, whereas in red regions the flow has a greater
distance to the wall, based on the path lines. Regions where the flow
is more distant to the wall indicate that there are thickenings of the in-
ner wall due to the formation of a thrombus or inflammation processes
stated by our neuroradiological expert.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. 2.5D depiction of Case 4. For the 2D map generation, the user defines markers along the aneurysm ostium that are connected to a cut line
and two markers on the dome (one is depicted as red point). The surface is unfolded where the dome markers and the ostium were emphasized in
the map (b). Moreover, the map is sampled to calculate bar charts (c). Here, the deformation is mapped to color and height of the bars.

Morphology. The morphological parameters comprise the wall
thickness and wall deformation. Moreover, we identify interesting re-
gions such as blebs based on the curvature measures, similar to Neuge-
bauer et al. [30]. For this, we employed the shape index as well as the
curvedness scalar. The curvature is calculated with the algorithm of
Rusinkiwicz [34]. For every triangle, he estimates the shape operator
by defining the deviation of the normal along every edge. This pro-
vides an equation system which can be numerically approximated by
the method of least squares. Afterwards, the shape operator is accumu-
lated for every vertex by taking the operator of the incident triangles
into account. The eigenvalues of the shape operator yield the principle
curvature values κ1,κ2 of every point. Given the curvature measures,
the shape index is computed as

s =
1
2
− 1

π
tan−1

κ1 +κ2

κ1−κ2
, (1)

with κ1 ≥ κ2. The shape index ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 stands for
a cup-shaped and 1 for a cap-shaped form. The curvedness is given by

c =

√
κ2

1 +κ2
2

2
. (2)

6.2 2.5D Aneurysm Overview
Scalar quantities, such as pressure, WSS or wall thickness, play a ma-
jor role in the risk assessment of cerebral aneurysms. Their previous
exploration on the 3D aneurysm surface is very time-consuming and
mentally exhausting due to the complexity of the data (recall Section
5). The simultaneous parameter analysis could be supported by using
side-by-side views. However, this would only allow the analysis of a
small amount of time steps or parameters, but it is still difficult to men-
tally combine these multiple images. Thus, providing visualization
techniques to clearly display these scalar values and their correlations
is quite important.

As a remedy, we provide a novel 2.5D visualization as a combina-
tion of existing visualization methods that ensures a fast overview such
that the distribution of a chosen scalar quantity can be explored with-
out any occlusions (Req. 1). Similar to Neugebauer et al. [29], we use
a map to display the information, which is inspired by other medical
overview techniques, such as colon and brain flattening as well as the
more abstract bull’s eye plot used in cardiology. In contrary, we did
not visualize the map in combination with the 3D render context, but in
an additional render context to avoid visual clutter. The map is deter-
mined with a parametrization algorithm that maps every point pi ∈R3

on the surface mesh to a point ui ∈ R2 in the plane. We employed
the algorithm least squares conformal maps to obtain a 2D overview
visualization [23]. We used this approach as it is boundary-free. We
only need to set two points as constraints for the parametrization.

In the following, we shortly recap the algorithm. Let (i, j,k) be
the vertex indices of a triangle in the surface mesh and let pi ∈ R3

denote the corresponding position of the vertex with index i. For every
triangle, an orthonormal basis e1,e2 is determined by

e1 =
p j−pi

‖p j−pi‖
,n =

e1× (pk−pi)

|e1× (pk−pi)|
,e2 = n× e1. (3)

Then, the gradient with the basis e1,e2 is given by

∇u =
1

2AT

(
e j

2− ek
2 ek

2− ei
2 ei

2− e j
2

ek
1− e j

1 ei
1− ek

1 e j
1− ei

1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

GT

ui
u j
uk

 , (4)

where AT denotes the area of the triangle and ui, u j, and uk denotes the
u coordinate of the vertex point i, j, and k, respectively. Mainly, the
least squares conformal maps are based on the conformality condition
that states that the gradients of the coordinates are orthogonal

∇v = (∇u)⊥, (5)

where ⊥ denotes the counterclockwise rotation of 90 degrees around
the normal n. The least squares conformal maps minimize an energy
E that punishes triangles that do not fulfill the conformality condition:

E = ∑
T=(I, j,k)

AT ‖GT

vi
v j
vk

−(GT

ui
u j
uk

)⊥‖. (6)

It is necessary to fix the coordinates of at least two points to have
a well-defined optimization problem. In our framework, we imple-
mented an interaction scheme to add the constraint points. First, we
ask the user to place markers on the mesh, e.g., the ostium, see Fig.
4(a). These markers will be connected by the Dijkstra algorithm in
consecutive order. Afterwards, we cut the mesh along this curve,
where the cut line is color-coded on the 3D mesh and the map to estab-
lish a spatial correlation between both views, see Fig. 4(b). Then, the
user has to place two landmarks as constraints that are mapped to (0,0)
and (0,1). For our datasets, we included a preset of points to generate
the parametrization. To choose different points is up to the user.

Bar Charts. Based on the discussions with our experts, it is help-
ful to explore the wall thickness or deformation in combination with
two other scalar fields to better understand the role of wall morphol-
ogy in the rupture risk assessment. To display a third scalar field, we
included a 3D bar chart besides visualizing scalar quantities to the 2D
map. By default, the height of the bar charts represents the wall thick-
ness, see Fig. 4(c). However, other parameters can be set as well. To
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Fig. 5. The wall deformation is color-coded on the aneurysm surface (Case 5) during the cardiac cycle. Furthermore, the WSS is depicted by
isolines and hatching, where a threshold of 22,3 Pa was selected. Until the peak of the systole (until 0.2 s) the deformation and WSS increase
continuously, while during the systolic end and diastole both parameters decrease.

obtain a regular distribution of the bar charts, we sampled the 2D map
regularly. Afterwards, we take only grid points into account which
lie inside the 2D map. We ensure this by checking if the grid points
lie inside a triangle. Afterwards, we calculate the barycentric coor-
dinates of the grid points with the corresponding triangle. We use the
barycentric coordinates to interpolate the chosen scalar field to the grid
point. To generate the bars, we employ triangle strips on the GPU and
construct a cuboid. Adding an outline for the edges emphasizes the
bars and avoids visual clutter. The bar charts indicate immediately
whether there are local maxima or minima of the chosen scalar param-
eter, which could be possible rupture areas, e.g., thin wall regions. The
user can then further explore these regions in the 3D view.

6.3 3D Aneurysm Visualization

The 3D aneurysm view enables a detailed parameter exploration. Be-
sides a depiction of the wall thickness, different scalar parameters and
inner blood flow, we incorporate the dynamic vessel motion during the
cardiac cycle (meet Req. 1). Based on FSI simulations, for each vertex
of the surface mesh a deformation vector is known. This information
at each time step is used to displace the vertices during the animation.

Vessel Visualization. The visualization of the vessel wall is di-
vided into the depiction of the outer and the inner vessel wall. For the
display of the outer vessel wall, we apply the technique presented by
Glaßer et al. [14]. For this, the transparency depends on the shading
term α = 1−〈n,v〉, where n denotes the normal and v the view direc-
tion of the camera, see Fig. 1. In case the camera faces towards the
surface, e.g., n and v align, the surface is transparent. If v is perpen-
dicular to n, the mesh appears more opaque. This technique enhances
the spatial impression of the surface (see the evaluation by Baer et
al. [1]). On the inner vessel wall the exploration of the scalar data
takes place. To enable a depiction of the internal blood flow, the inner
wall is visualized semi-transparently. However, the user can adjust the
transparency to his/her needs. In the following section, we describe
the depiction of the scalar data.

Scalar field visualization. According to Req. 3, a visualization
is needed that enables the simultaneous exploration of two parameters.
We decided to map the first parameter to a discretized cool-to-warm
color scale. Lower values are mapped to a bluish color and higher
values to a reddish color. Five colors are used to represent the cho-
sen parameter. However, the user can adapt the number of discretized
colors to his/her own needs or select a linear color-coding. The sec-
ond parameter is visualized by an isoline representation. For this, the
user selects the second scalar field and a parameter needs to be set.
This parameter serves as a threshold, such that depending on the type
of the scalar field, either lower or higher values are emphasized. For
example, if the domain experts select the wall thickness, they are inter-
ested in values that fall below the threshold, whereas in case of WSS
they are interested in regions that are greater than the threshold. The
depiction of the region is done by an image-based hatching scheme

introduced by Lawonn et al. [22]. In contrast, higher (lower) values
are emphasized with a greater number of lines and cross-hatches.

Thus, the experts can set two scalar fields, e.g., wall deformation
and WSS, to display ROIs with a high deformation and high WSS val-
ues, see Fig. 5. Here, the deformation is color-coded for different time
steps, where the diagram below shows the deformation changing dur-
ing the cardiac cycle and the red bar indicates the current time step.
Moreover, the WSS is depicted by an isoline and hatching. Until the
systolic peak (until 0.2 s) the deformation increases, indicated by the
red regions, and also an increased WSS exists. Afterwards, both pa-
rameters decrease and are constantly low during diastole (0.27-0.81 s).
Fig. 7(a) shows another example of data exploration. Here, the wall
thickness is color-coded and the WSS is represented by an isoline. The
user depicted a ROI with low wall thickness and high WSS values. The
blue region indicates a thin wall, where high WSS values exist, which
is a high-risk rupture area. Moreover, the scalar data is also visualized
in the 2.5D depiction using color-coding and illustrative techniques,
see Fig. 1 (right).

Path Line Visualization. The path lines are visualized by using
an arrow glyph and by color. Inspired by Everts et al. [11], we con-
structed a view-aligned quad on the GPU to depict the path lines. The
successive path line points pi and pi+1 are used to determine the nor-
malized tangent vector: t = pi+1−pi. With the given view direction
v (of the camera), we calculate the extent of the path lines by using
the normalized cross-product e = v× t. Then, we parametrize the path
lines with two parameters. The first parameter is the current anima-
tion time of the cardiac cycle and, thus, similar to the approach by
Lawonn et al. [22]. The second parameter is set for the extent and is in
the range of [−1,1]. Using the parametrization allows to draw arrow
glyphs on the path lines. An offset for the current time is set and gives
the range of the current path line part. The start and end points are
used to construct the arrow, see [11, 22]. This approach allows an easy
interpretation of the speed. If the animation pauses, the length of the
depicted path line part corresponds to the speed. Furthermore, another
value, e.g., the pressure can be visualized by a color scheme. For this,
we used a dark green to light yellow colormap, see Fig. 3.

6.4 Linking between 2.5D and 3D View

To facilitate the correlation between the 2.5D and 3D view, we provide
a linking between them. With regard to the direction from 2D to 3D,
the user can pick a specific point in the 2D map and the camera rotates
automatically to the corresponding 3D position in a smooth way. In
3D, this point is presented as a green sphere at the corresponding po-
sition. Thus, interesting regions were presented to the user without a
manual search. Furthermore, we integrate a brushing for the 2D map.
Instead of picking specific points, the user can brush in the map and the
corresponding 3D regions are emphasized by hatching. The brush ra-
dius can be controlled with the mouse wheel. Moreover, we integrate
a highlighting of 3D regions in the 2D map depending on the zoom
level. The closer the user zooms into the 3D scene, the more opaque
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Fig. 6. Generation of an automatic camera animation for Case 1 to iden-
tify regions with high pressure and deformation. To restrict the camera
path to that regions, two thresholds have to be selected. Based on the
color-coded pressure field (a’), the user selects a threshold (a”). Then,
the deformation field is color-coded for the second threshold selection
(a”’), before the camera animation starts. In the first time step, no candi-
date was found (b). But in the following two time steps, two candidates
were approached, indicated by a green circle (c, f). During the animation
(d, e), all surface areas were color-coded that satisfy the thresholds.

the corresponding 2D region is depicted. This supports the perceived
spatial correspondence between a 3D region and its related 2D area.

6.5 Camera Animation
To support the user with the exploration and analysis of the data set,
we implemented an automatic camera animation that presents the most
interesting regions based on the input data of the user (Req. 4). Our
experts preferred smooth camera animations over key frames, because
they found them easier to comprehend. For this, the user is asked to
set various thresholds for different scalar fields. Here, the user selects
scalar fields s1,s2, . . . ,sn that he/she is interested in. Then, for every
scalar field a threshold ti is set. The selection of the scalar fields with
the thresholds leads to a constrained region on the mesh that fulfills
every criterion:

P =
n⋂

i=1
{p |si(p)≥ ti} (7)

Note that we wrote si(p) ≥ ti, but for the scalar fields wall thickness
and NWF should be used less equal. The obtained points restrict the
camera path. The thresholds can be set independently from each other,
where the surface regions that fulfill all selected thresholds were pre-
sented using the cool-to-warm color scheme. Regions that do not com-
ply with the thresholds are depicted in gray. Fig. 6 (a) shows an exam-
ple of the threshold selection. The user starts by choosing the pressure
scalar field during systole, which is color-coded on the surface (a’)
and regions are interactively grayed according to the threshold (a”).
Based on the first selection result, the user adjusts a threshold for the
deformation, which is now color-coded on the surface (a”’). Finally,
regions that satisfy both conditions are used to plan the camera path.

To determine positions for the camera animation, we select candi-
dates that are highly interesting for the user to explore. Thus, the user
selects a focus scalar field s f ocus. Then, candidates are determined,
which are first based on the points P (recall Eq. 7) and on s f ocus. The
ordered points Po, i.e., s f ocus(Pi

o) ≥ s f ocus(Pi+1
o ) serve as candidates

for the camera path. For every time step, we use P0
o as the ideal can-

didate. Thus, we need the position of the camera such that it shows

the candidate. For this, we use the position of the candidate and add
the normal scaled with a user-defined value. We used 1/10 of the di-
agonal of the bounding box as the scalar. With smaller values, the
camera came too close to the surface and with greater values the cam-
era was too far away. The view direction of the camera is set such
that it points in direction of the candidate. From one point in time to
the next, we move the camera to the candidate such that the animation
stops before the next point in time is reached. This enables a smooth
animation path between the best candidates at different points in time.
In case the domain expert is especially interested in various candidates
at a specific point in time, e.g., the systole, he/she can start the local
camera path. If the local camera path is activated, the animation time
is paused and the camera moves beginning from the first candidate to
the next ordered points. The candidate is in general highlighted with
a circle around a point that indicates its position. Fig. 6 shows an
example of the camera animation for three adjacent time steps. In the
first time step, no point fulfills the selected thresholds, which results
in the gray aneurysm depiction, see Fig. 6(b). In the next time step,
the camera rotates automatically to the most interesting point, which
is highlighted by a green circle, see Fig. 6(c). Afterwards, the camera
rotates to the next candidate (Fig. 6(f)), while all surface regions were
color-coded that also fulfill the thresholds (Fig. 6(d, e)).

Mostly, the domain experts are interested in regions on the
aneurysm. Therefore, we offer the possibility to restrict the region
by an approach that determines the geodesic distance on the surface.
For this, the user is asked to place a start point on the aneurysm. Fol-
lowing the method by Crane et al. [9], we compute the distance by
solving standard linear elliptic equations. First, the heat flow is in-
tegrated u̇ = ∆u for a fixed time t. The second step is to compute
the normalized gradient of the evaluated heat flow u: X =−∇u/|∇u|.
Finally, the Poisson equation is solved ∆ϕ = ∇ ·X , which yields the
geodesic distance from the start point on the surface. Afterwards, the
user can specify the distance that restricts the region for the camera
path. Moreover, brushed regions in the 2D map can also be used to
define regions for the camera path.

6.6 Collaboration Tools

To support the collaboration between domain experts, we allow the
user to place landmarks on the vessel surface (Req. 5). Each land-
mark gets an individual color and an individual label can be set, see
Fig. 7 (b). Therefore, a textual description of each landmark is avail-
able, e.g., for documentation. After the placement, a screenshot is
taken and all selected parameters as well as the camera settings are
stored. Another expert can see the landmarks on the surface and they
are listed together with their labels as a preview in the top right corner.
Selecting a landmark in the preview loads the corresponding scene.
Landmarks can also be placed if the automatic camera animation is ac-
tive. During placing and labeling a mark, the camera animation stops
and continues after pressing the enter button.

7 EVALUATION

For the evaluation of our combined aneurysm visualization, we con-
ducted a user study with five unpaid participants (1 female, 4 male;
28-48 years old; median 35 years). Among them were the two domain
experts (both co-authors of this paper) that helped us to define the vi-
sualization concept: two physicians (14 and 15 years of experience in
radiology) and two CFD engineers involved in hemodynamic analy-
sis (three and six years of professional experience). Furthermore, we
added one expert for medical visualization (four years of work experi-
ence). At the beginning of the study, we briefly demonstrated our tool
and described the functionality to the experts. Afterwards, each fea-
ture was explained in more detail and the participants were encouraged
to explore the framework on their own. During exploration, we noted
the experts’ spoken comments and their interaction with the tool. They
had to try both views and the bidirectional connection between them
as well as the camera animation to find suspicious regions. Finally, we
asked them to answer a questionnaire.
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Fig. 7. A domain expert detected a suspicious surface region for Case 2, where the wall thickness is very thin and a high WSS exists (a). He
created a landmark at this region and assigned an individual label, represented as purple sphere (b).

7.1 Questionnaire
The questionnaire comprises mainly aspects about our visualization
concept and its medical relevance as well as the camera animation.
Besides open-ended comments, we asked questions that had to be an-
swered using a five-point Likert scale (−−, −, ◦, +, ++). First, we
asked for the experts’ background and their opinion about the med-
ical relevance of visualizing wall thickness and deformation in com-
bination with blood flow information. Afterwards, they were asked
to assess the suitability of the 3D and 2.5D depiction to explore the
aneurysm data. Therefore, they should also evaluate techniques to vi-
sualize the wall thickness. Finally, the experts commented on the suit-
ability of the camera animation and landmark placement to support
the data exploration and collaboration between experts. For further
details, we provide the questionnaire as supplemental material.

7.2 Results
In this section, we present the results of our user study, which was
performed on a standard desktop computer with an Intel Core i5 with
2.8 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and an NVidia GeForce GTX 560 Ti. For
all presented models we achieve a real-time performance of approx-
imately 40 fps, except for the initial calculation of the 2D map with
a computation time per case between 9 and 14 s, depending on the
amount of triangles. This performance test was conducted with a res-
olution of 1920 × 1080 and both views (3D and 2.5D view) covered
approximately half of this resolution. For the interpretation of our pre-
defined Likert score categories, we provide the number S of experts
who chose the individual categories. The overall result of the empiri-
cal evaluation is shown in Fig. 8.

Medical Relevance. All domain experts confirmed the high im-
portance of analyzing the wall thickness (S(++) = 4; S(+) = 1) and
wall deformation (S(++) = 4; S(+) = 1) for the rupture risk assess-
ment in cerebral aneurysms. They also stated that the combined evalu-
ation of wall thickness and deformation together with different hemo-
dynamic parameters is important to identify rupture risk-related cor-
relations (S(++) = 3; S(+) = 2). Moreover, they emphasized the
importance of the data exploration during the whole cardiac cycle in-
stead of just the systolic part, because it is unknown if the aneurysm
rupture risk is higher at the systole or diastole.

3D Visualization. All participants confirmed that the combina-
tion of color-coding and illustrative techniques enables the simulta-
neous exploration of two scalar parameters on the aneurysm surface
(S(++) = 3; S(+) = 2). Two participants wished to have an addi-
tional path line filtering, e.g., vortex-representing path lines or path
lines with high velocity. This would enable an exploration of specific
flow patterns, which are reported to be indicators of a high rupture
risk. The usefulness of the color-coding on the surface to highlight the
NWF was rated by the experts with S(++) = 3 and S(+) = 2. More-
over, they stated that the surface transparency reveals the qualitative
flow behavior (S(++) = 4 and S(+) = 1).

2.5D Visualization. All participants found that the 2.5D depic-
tion provides a fast overview about the data (S(++) = 3; S(+) = 2).
Moreover, all experts commented that the shape of the map together
with the color-coding of the ostium enable to establish a visual corre-
spondence between both views (S(++) = 4; S(+) = 1). Furthermore,
the selection of individual points on the map, followed by changing
the camera in 3D, was described as helpful (S(++) = 2; S(+) = 3).

Wall Thickness Visualization. The semi-transparent represen-
tation of the outer wall was rated as least suitable by most partici-
pants for the assessment of the wall thickness (S(+) = 2; S(◦) = 2;
S(−) = 1). The perceived thickness depends strongly on the per-
spective to the surface and requires a lot of manual rotation effort.
In contrast, both the color-coding as well as the illustrative render-
ing were valued with S(++) = 3 and S(+) = 2. The bar charts were
also perceived as very appropriate to assess the local wall thickness
(S(++) = 2; S(+) = 3). Two participants indicated that the bar charts
immediately communicate whether there are local minima or max-
ima, but the indication of the corresponding 3D position should be
improved, e.g., by using brushing on the bar charts.

Animation Aspects. Regarding the camera animation, we pro-
vide three ways to define candidates on the aneurysm surface. The par-
ticipants preferred the threshold-based selection (S(++) = 2; S(+) =
3). The ROI selection and the brushing were rated in the same way
with S(++) = 2, S(+) = 2 and S(◦) = 1. One participant noted that
the illustrative rendering of the brushing area in 3D leads to a de-
creasing spatial impression of the surface. Instead, he suggested a
simple outline of the corresponding 3D region. The experts describe
the animated camera path as helpful for the exploration (S(++) = 3;
S(+) = 2) of the time-dependent data. Moreover, three participants
described the camera path as helpful for the navigation in 3D, whereas
the other experts preferred a manual camera rotation together with
the animation play bar for navigation (S(++) = 1; S(+) = 2 and
S(◦) = 2). Here, it depends on which part of the aneurysm the users
want to navigate their way around. If the users only want to navigate
in a small region such as a bleb, a manual rotation was preferred. But
for the time-dependent navigation over the whole aneurysm surface,
the experts preferred the automatic rotation. One participant wished to
have a key interaction for the temporal forward and backward explo-
ration of the candidate points instead of a time bar.

Collaboration Aspects. All experts appreciated the placement
and loading of landmarks (S(++) = 3; S(+) = 2). Moreover, the
possibility to annotate the landmarks was emphasized of being helpful
for the collaboration with other experts (S(++) = 3; S(+) = 2). One
participant wished to have a temporal summary image of all placed
landmarks.

Conclusion. All experts stated that they were able to use our tool
without major problems and that they would definitely employ it for si-
multaneous evaluation of morphological and hemodynamic aneurysm
parameters. After a short explanation of the exploration and navigation
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Fig. 8. The results of the evaluation with color-encoded Likert scores.
Each box represents the answer of one subject: the two left-most boxes
depict the physicians, the middle two boxes show the CFD experts, and
the right-most box represents the medical visualization expert.

features, the participants were able to find suspicious regions on the
surface. During evaluation, two main visualization techniques were
described in depth: the 2.5D and 3D depiction that will be further dis-
cussed in the following. Next, minor improvements and suggestions
are listed. Finally, we provide a short discussion for another applica-
tion area to demonstrate the applicability of our method.

8 DISCUSSION

We choose a 2D mapping of the 3D aneurysm surface to provide an
occlusion-free overview depiction of the data. We restricted the map-
ping to the aneurysm and neglected outgoing vessels, since the experts
are focused on the aneurysm. Therefore, we needed a parametrization
of the mapping that preserves the round shape of the aneurysm. For
this, the selected algorithm was suitable. However, there are distor-
tions of the 2D flattening according to the parametrization, which is
angle-preserving but not area-preserving. During the evaluation, we
advised the experts of possible distortions. Due to the color-coding of
the ostium in both views and the fact, that the 2D map serves as an
overview depiction, the experts did not perceive possible distortions
as cumbersome to get a first impression of the data. Similarly, the 3D
bar chart should provide an overview depiction of a third scalar field.
To handle possible occlusions by the bar chart, the user can optionally
turn it off to see just the 2D map or rotate the 2.5D view. Alternative
depictions such as two juxtaposed 2D maps would not lead to occlu-
sions, but then the user would have to mentally combine three views,
which is probably quite challenging. Another possibility would be the
direct visualization of a third parameter in the 2D map using another
color scale or iso-heightlines, but the visual perception of three param-
eters in one depiction is also very difficult.

Similar to the current exploration process, we provide a 3D depic-
tion of the aneurysm surface, because the experts are familiar with
such visualizations. For displaying two parameters simultaneously,
experts prefer color-coding and cross hatching over 2D color maps, as
discussed by Preim and Both [33].

Improvements. The experts wished to have more interaction in
the 3D view. An interactive path line seeding, e.g., at morphologically
conspicuous surface regions, would improve the analysis of near-wall
flow patterns. Moreover, if the user selects a point on the vessel sur-
face, the current active parameter values should additionally be listed.
For the 3D bar charts, a quantification of their height using, for ex-
ample, labels when the mouse hovers a bar would facilitate the explo-
ration of the presented scalar field.

Domain Applications. Besides the rupture risk and treatment as-
sessment, there are other possible application scenarios of our frame-
work. Thus, our tool may also be helpful to explore the predicted
blood flow after different treatment options, such as coiling and stent-
ing. Another important application field is research and education of
patients and students. Moreover, CFD and FSI play an essential role
also in other vascular structures, such as the aorta, to better understand
cardiovascular diseases. A common disease of the aorta is an abdom-
inal aortic aneurysm. The amount of vessel wall deformation is even
larger there and the solution presented here would probably be useful
in these applications as well.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a framework for the analysis and exploration of cere-
bral aneurysms to improve the rupture risk evaluation. By providing a
linked 2.5D and 3D aneurysm depiction, a simultaneous analysis of the
aneurysm morphology such as wall thickness and deformation, hemo-
dynamic and internal blood flow becomes possible for the first time.
The combination of a 2D and 3D aneurysm visualization provides on
the one hand a fast overview about the complex data and on the other
hand a detailed exploration and assessment of rupture-prone parame-
ters. The usage of modern visualization methods such as image-based
hatching and automatic camera animations enable the detection of sus-
picious surface regions without a time-consuming manual search. All
these methods put together, we present essential morphological and
hemodynamic elements for the aneurysm rupture risk assessment in
an integrated visualization. Thanks to our GPU implementation we
achieve real-time rendering speeds even on mid-class computers. To
evaluate our framework, we conducted a qualitative expert evaluation.
This evaluation indicates that our overall approach is valid and appli-
cable in medical research and other domains.

Although we evaluated our tool with positive feedback, some issues
still need to be improved. First, the depiction of the tension inside the
vessel should be improved to enable a more detailed exploration of the
simulation results. At the moment, the stress tensor is reduced to a
scalar field. However, a visualization would be important that depicts
if the maximum tension occurs on the inner or outer wall. Further-
more, a depiction of the whole tensor using tensor glyphs would also
be a helpful extension. Moreover, we should compare other mapping
strategies that better preserve the aneurysm shape including adjacent
vessels. This would be important for the analysis of different stent con-
figurations and their influence on the blood flow in adjacent vessels.
Finally, we would like to improve the FSI simulation by integrating
real measured wall thickness values, which are expected soon.
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